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Hardwarewelten
Embedded UserGate Proxy & Firewall now comes as a
complete solution with hardware.

Founded in 2006, HardwareWelten is now a global IT company focused
on Networking Solutions. Its philosophy is based on innovative,
forward-thinking developments and technologies. Specializing in
individual IT solutions, Hardwarewelten ensures that customers
get what they want. The main targets are efficiency and customer
satisfaction, which they reach with flexible service and high quality.
In 2008, the HardwareWelten Company expanded their service
portfolio. Thereafter, security solutions for schools and other nonprofit organizations have been very important in the work of
HardwareWelten. As EntenSys‘ Distributor, HardwareWelten supports
German-speaking users with free telephone and online support for
UserGate Proxy Server & Firewall. Pre-sale and technical requests from
Germany, Austria, and Switzerland benefit from the German support
team and their fast response times.
Longtime know-how, short & flexible response times, and confidence in powerful partnerships make HardwareWelten
a proficient and reliable partner for all your IT requests.

It is vitally important to provide Internet access with flexible management and complete network security for any
organization such as SMB companies, schools, universities, non-profit organizations, or home offices. Taking network
infrastructure into account when properly establishing a local network connection to the Internet is not an easy task.
For these reasons, a solution should be all-in-one and offer a wide range of benefits, such as simple mounting and
installation, easy deployment, configuration, and setup, and advanced functionality. The combination of comprehensive
software and hardware guarantees assured stability, LAN protection, and flexible Internet access management. Such a
system could be set up once, then left alone.

That’s why Entensys joined forces with its local distributor in Germany, HardwareWelten, a hardware, software,
and technical support services supplier, and launched a complete, boxed solution for network security and access
management.
HardwareWelten, working on a standalone management system, released a boxed solution for network security and
access management based on the Intel® Atom™ CPU in cooperation with UserGate Proxy & Firewall 5 from Entensys,
which allows for complete Internet access control.
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USERGATE CASE STUDY

Entensys specialists recognize the significance of providing customers with a stable, reliable, high-performance
platform for their business and Internet access management at a low cost and without the need for regular system
settings reconfiguration or hiring expensive, highly-qualified network administration specialists. Compatibility is also
critically important: generally, it is rather complicated to coordinate the hardware of an existing local infrastructure with
multifunctional software such as firewall, antivirus modules, proxy services, and others, and make them work together
without any conflicts.
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After connecting the boxed system to the local network and installing the UserGate Administration Panel, it is possible
to set rules, add users, and block sites. For site blocking, Entensys relies on several award-winning systems, such as
BrightCloud filtering mechanisms. Combining these with a hardware solution, it is much easier to protect a local
network and control Internet access. Schools, home offices, or other non-profit organizations can use this solution to
protect children from undesirable content on the Internet, such as violence or pornography.
Companies can also use the solution to limit Internet access to non work-related content. With dual antivirus, NAT
support, VPN, and IP-telephony support, it’s the complete solution for protecting your local network. Fast settings, lowenergy hardware, and an easy operating system save both local network resources and money.
Using the solution from HardwareWelten & Entensys, it is much easier to manage networks and make them more
secure. The solution also uses up to 90% less energy than big server solutions. The combination of HardwareWelten’s
boxed solution with UserGate permits people to use the security and filtering features of UserGate 5 without installing
servers. People with less technical knowledge only have to connect the boxed solution between the internal network
and Internet access and it is secure. They can also define their own customized rules as needed.

About Entensys
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Entensys is an International security software vendor and developer of Internet connection sharing and firewall
products that have a clear, easy-to-use administrative interface and multifunctional services. Entensys is the producer
of the popular UserGate Proxy & Firewall, which provides centralized network management and protection from a
very broad range of Internet threats. Entensys’ products solve complex security problems by addressing new security
threats, as well as increase information protection and improve corporate IT infrastructure reliability. Entensys offers
a wide range of information security services for today’s organizations, governments, commercial corporations, and
educational institutions.

